Brobot
Your Personal Cryptocurrency Chatbot

The story of Brobot
Brobot is an innovative set of tools for cryptocurrency trading, with
ambitions to become the killer-app of the industry.
Brobot is a data-driven and community-driven project that was born
in response to nerve-wrecking issues in the cryptocurrency world.
How can you overcome the hurdles associated with:
-

Managing your portfolio
Getting the right market information about your preferred coins
Getting the most reliable news
Finding the right people to consult with
Never missing out on an opportunity again

We are nearing the end of a remarkable year in terms of technological
advancements. 2017 alone has seen an increase from $18 bln to
+$400 bln market capitalization of all cryptocurrencies.
It has become our mission to figure out how can we efficiently ride
the highest waves in a market that is booming. We are witnessing a
revolution. And in this context, at Brobot we are very proud to be a
pioneer in the industry.
We are a team of successful young professionals with high aspirations,
a common vision and a 5 years real growth plan that is working together
on bringing you an integrated and complete set of personalized solutions,
all in one place.

PreICO & ICO
Brobot is committed to continuing the project regardless of
the final outcome of the ICO. However, your contribution will
help fuel our ambitions to become the complete platform for
cryptocurrency trading.

PreICO - Q1 2018 - exact details will be announced soon
20% of all tokens will be sold
Will provide early bird bonuses
Will help us better understand the market
Will provide the necessary funds to fuel the ICO
ICO - Q1 2018 - exact details will be announced soon
Justified by the roadmap
5 years real growth plan

What is Brobot?
Our fully operational MVP comes with four awesome features
available on Slack, Telegram and Facebook Messenger:
1. Smart Chatbot - capable of performing a high range of trading
related tasks
2. Market Signals - stream of signals based on the contents of
your wallet
3. News Aggregator - supply of news about your preferred coins
4. Event API - valuable resource of news and signals

Value Proposition & Unique Selling Points

Planned Use of Funds

10%
40%
20%

R&D
Legal
Marketing & BD
Operations
Reserve Fund

25%
5%

Brobot promises to minimize your efforts and to increase efficiency
when it comes to cryptocurrency trading, by offering an exclusive and
complete platform.
Five points define its' uniqueness:
1. Fast
Real-time market signals, performance reports and news according
to the contents of your wallet. Stay ahead of the crowd!

Planned Token Distribution

10% 2%

2. Custom
Be the master of the data streams you receive. Customize every
interaction with Brobot in terms of content, frequency or platform.
Our advice will always be personal!
3. Convenient
We understand the value of your time! No longer need to deal
with tiresome UIs, difficult learning curve or overwhelming amounts
of news. Trade conveniently on one of your preferred messaging
platforms!

PreICO & ICO
Brobot own reserve
Bounty

88%

4. Complete solution
It is our quest to provide you with a complete set of tools to facilitate
your experience. Get all the necessary trading resources at hand!
5. Resourceful
Do you think you can do more with the capabilities of Brobot?
Our APIs allow you to build your own custom tools, up to your
preferences. It has never been easier to make the most out of your
data streams.
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Brobot
Your Personal Cryptocurrency Chatbot

Roadmap
Mid December '17 Mid January '18
Q2 - 2017

Q2 - 2017

Q3 - 2017

Q4 - 2017

First Chatbot
& Pumpbuster

Multi-platform access

Web UI & Signals

MVP (Self-Funded)

Inclusion of main exchanges

Public API release

ENTERS BETA

Q1 - 2018

Pre - ICO

Q1 - 2018

ICO

BOUNTY CAMPAIGN
IS LIVE
WHITEPAPER
IS PUBLISHED
SUBSCRIPTION MODEL
IS ANNOUNCED

Milestone 1

Milestone 2

Milestone 3

Team Expansion

NLP & Conversational Chatbot

Advanced signaling

UI Overhaul

Multilingual support

Machine learning filters for API and alerts

Inhouse bot & Mobile App

Portfolio tracker

Recommender system

Early access to event API

Sentiment analysis

Introducing the Educational Division

Access to more exchanges

Community programs

Chatbot Smart Contracts Interaction

Add BRO token on exchanges

Differentiation Points
A. The product
In its current state, Brobot is already proving its capacities in an industry that is acutely lacking a tool that integrates all the necessary
features for a convenient and personal trading experience. The first of its kind, Brobot has the potential to become the must-have for all
beginner and expert traders alike. We are proud to say that we have been and will still be listening to the valuable feedback in the community.
This way, it has become our quest to deliver a safe, custom and efficient alternative based on your needs.
B. The crowdsale
In order to support our growth ambitions, a crowdsale (or ICO) lies ahead of us. When? We will get more clarity about it very soon, so stay
tuned! In the meantime, we are working hard on the final details of a fully functional and rich in features product. Unlike many ICOs
conducted on hopes and promises, Brobot already provides a working prototype that has been receiving a lot of enthusiasm and positive
feedback. With your help, we will be able to scale up and fundamentally better the product.

Would you like to try it out for yourself? Create a free account at:
https://brobot.tech
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